
Thermal dwell testing is the standard practice at JPL for systems and components which do not thermally cycle during1

flight.  For systems and components that do thermally cycle (generally over a range > 20 C) in flight, the JPL practice is0

to cycle over a conservative range for three times the number of flight cycles.
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THERMAL TEST LEVELS & DURATIONS

Practice:

Perform thermal dwell test  on protoflight hardware over the temperature range of  +75 C/-20 C1 0 0

(applied at the thermal control/mounting surface or shearplate) for 24 hours at the cold end and 144
to 288 hours at the hot end.

Benefit:

This test, coupled with rigorous design practices, provides high confidence that the hardware design
is not marginal during its intended long life high reliability mission.

Programs Which Certified Usage:

Voyager, Galileo, Viking and Mariner Series

Center to Contact for Information:

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 

Implementation Method:

Establish a minimum hardware test temperature level range of -20 C/+75 C and specify that a single0 0

cycle thermal dwell test be performed for the appropriate durations (24 hours cold and 144 to 288
hours hot).

Technical Rationale:

In the early 1960s, JPL adopted a conservative set of thermal design and test temperature levels to
demonstrate hardware design adequacy.  As a starting point, a reasonable short term flight
temperature excursion (+5 C to +50 C) was established for thermal control surfaces (shearplates).0 0

The +5 C lower level is a few degrees Celsius above the freezing point of hydrazine, thus integrated0

thermal control of bus electronics and propulsion systems is possible.  The 50 C upper limit is the0

approximate level reached by a louvered bus electronics bay after about one hour of full
(perpendicular) solar irradiance at one A.U. (astronomical unit) and accomodates near earth
maneuvers.  The long term desired thermal control range is typically 25±5 C, but this0

range may be broader depending on the tradeoffs of long term reliability and thermal
control costs.  This original approach reduced the overall complexity of the system
thermal control design process: the wide range reduced the sensitivity to
louver/radiator size, heater size, heater size, power variations, etc.  A margin of 
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±25 C was then applied to the allowable flight range for qualification and protoflight test levels of0

assemblies mounted to such thermal control surfaces.  These levels accommodate thermal
compromises in the design where the short term extremes may be approached during steady state
operation; they also has been demonstrated to provide an effective screen of assemblies.  This resulted
in the JPL standard minimum test range of -20 C to +75 C (for electronic assemblies in particular).0 0

These conservative test level ranges lead to several desirable features.  The conservative high
temperature limit restricts the permitted temperature rise from the shearplate to the junction of
electronic pieceparts.  Thus junction temperatures during the bulk of a mission are much cooler than
assemblies designed and tested at lower shearplate temperatures.  The increase in theoretical reliability
is on the order of a factor of 10 per 25 C.0 2

There are at least two failure mechanisms for both design and workmanship that should be screened
by an adequate thermal environmental test of any given assembly.  The first is based on Arrhenius rate
related physics where time at high temperature is the key to demonstrating reliability during testing.
Electronic part life is a prime example of an Arrhenius mechanism, but so are other elements of
assemblies including interactions between metal traces within printed wiring boards (PWB's), certain
component to board joints, and even solder joints to a certain extent.  The other identifiable
mechanism is thermally induced mechanical stress (including fatigue) as between components and the
board and especially solder joints.

Arrhenius Rate Physics:

Contrast the test level of 75 C (shearplate) to 50 C short term worst case transients during flight and0 0

25 C for the bulk of the mission.  Based on Arrhenius reaction rate physics described and shown on0

page 5, the 75 C test provides a demonstrated reliability some 2 to 8 times that of short transients to0

50 C, (typical of thermal cycling tests), and some 4 to 94 times that of long term mission shearplate0

temperatures (25 C).  These reliability ratios are based on activation energies of 0.3 eV to 1.0 eV0

which cover most assembly element reaction physics.

The Mariner and Viking spacecraft performed a hot dwell test (75 C) of 288 hours duration.  This0

was reduced to 144 hours for the Voyager and Galileo spacecraft.  The statistical database supporting
this shorter test is unique to the JPL design rules and processes; therefore, the longer hot dwell
duration of 288 hours is recommended for assemblies designed to non-equivalent or less conservative
practices.

On page 6 we show the percentage of the screening test capability for Class S parts that is used by
a JPL assembly test at 75 C for 144 hours.  A very conservative assumption here is that all parts in0

the assembly test have a 35 C temperature rise and that they are at 110 C for the entire test.  Even0 0

given this over-conservative assumption, the JPL test uses only 0.018% of the class S parts minimum
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screened capability.  Clearly less than 2/10000's of the minimum parts capability being dedicated to
the assembly protoflight test is not a concern.  The parts are not over-stressed by this test.

Thermally Induced Mechanical Stress (Fatigue):

JPL has historically done a thermal dwell test rather than a specific thermal cycle test.  There are data
that indicate thermal cycling uses up hardware life and therefore is degrading to the flight hardware.
In practice, the JPL test approach is never really just a one-cycle dwell test.  The assembly test
program (plus any retest) and the systems test program (frequently two phases) result in a minimum
of two cycles and as many as four (or more) are possible although they are not continuous and the
transients are controlled to < 30 C/hr to prevent thermal shock.  The Voyager hardware was tested0

as follows:

Proof Test Assemblies Flight Assemblies
   Qualification Test Acceptance Test

Cycles: 1  Assembly (+ Retest) 1  Assembly (+ Retest)

2  Systems 1  Systems

3  Cycles (+ Retest) 2  Cycles (+ Retest)

In a recent JPL study, a fatigue life relationship of equivalent thermal cycles was determined over
different temperature ranges as follows:

where: C  is the number of thermal cycles over a T  range1 1

C  is the number of thermal cycles over a T  range2 2

and Y = 2.6 for eutectic solder.

As a frame of comparison for workmanship purposes, the JPL protoflight test of 1 cycle over -20/
75 C range can be correlated to an acceptance test of 6 cycles over a 0/50 C range.  In this case:0 0

C = 1, T  = 95 C,1 1
0

C  = TBD, T  = 50 C2 2
0

and the equivalent cycles of the JPL test are:

C  = 1(95 C/50 C)  = 5.3 cycles.2
0 0 2.6
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Therefore, in terms of solder joint fatigue life, the JPL protoflight test equivalency to 5.3 cycles over
a 50 C range says that, for workmanship acceptance purposes, the JPL protoflight test is essentially0

the same as the example thermal cycle acceptance test, i.e., 5.3 . 6 cycles.

On page 7, a comparison of solder joint fatigue life comparisons has been made.  The recommended
-20/+75 C single cycle dwell test uses only 0.14% of the fatigue life of a solder joint qualified to NHB0

5300.4 (3A-1).  The point of this comparison is that the JPL protoflight test is less strenuous to solder
joints than thermal cycle testing performed by most organizations.

Ground Test & Thermally Related Problem/Failure Statistics:

These practices were applied to the Mariner spacecraft series, the two Viking 75 spacecraft, the two
Voyager 77 spacecraft,  and more recently Galileo.  These spacecraft all completed (or exceeded)
their intended mission successfully (the Galileo mission is still underway at the time of this edition).
In fact, the Voyager spacecraft have worked for over 13 years.

The total number of assembly problems/failures during these missions is small, and the number of
thermally induced problems even smaller.  This is shown in the following table where the number of
problem/failures identified during assembly level thermal testing are compared with suspected flight
problems/failures for the Viking, Voyager, and Galileo programs:

Number of Problem/ Failures
Identified during Assembly Number of Known Thermally Induced
Thermal Testing Flight Problem Failures

VIKING 251
(2 SPACECRAFT) None Obvious

VOYAGER 123
(2 SPACECRAFT) 1

GALILEO
(1 SPACECRAFT) 50 None to Date

Impact of Non-practice:

Demonstrated design adequacy and its implications to long term reliability are affected.  For example,
testing at 50 C instead of 75 C and for about 20 hours instead of 144 hours reduces test demonstrated0 0

reliability by a factor on the order of 50.
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ARRHENIUS REACTION RATE THEORY

where:
8    -   Reaction rate at temperature T (a measure of failures/time)
8    -   Reaction rate at reference temperature To o

E    -   Activation energy, eVa

T    -   Temperature in degrees Kelvin ( K)o

T    -   Reference temperature in degrees Kelvin ( K)o
o

k    -   Boltzmann's constant (8.617 x 10  eV/ K)-5 o

                            ACTIVATION ENERGY (eV) 6     0.3 0.7 1.0

TEST CONDITION
  75 C SHEARPLATE 13.3 420.2 5595.1o

SHORT TERM
FLIGHT TRANSIENT
  50 C SHEARPLATEo

  85 C JUNCTIONo

7.1 95.8 676.5

LONG TERM
FLIGHT CONDITION
  25 C SHEARPLATEo

  60 C JUNCTIONo

3.4 17.5 59.6

TEST CONDITION OVER
SHORT TERM
FLIGHT TRANSIENT

1.9 4.4 8.3

TEST CONDITION OVER
LONG TERM 3.9 24.0 93.9

RATIO OF ARRHENIUS FAILURE RATES FOR VARIOUS ACTIVATION
ENERGIES AND PRACTICE CONDITIONS
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SOLDER JOINT FATIGUE LIFE COMPARISON

NHB 5300.4 (3A-1)
PACKAGING JPL

QUALIFICATION TEST PROTOFLIGHT

-55 C to 100 C -20 C to 75 C0 0

200 cycles 1 cycle

0 0

24 hrs cold
144 hrs hot

QUALIFICATION BASELINE EXPOSURE LIFE EFFECT*

1 cycle 0.14% of
of NHB 5300.4(3A-1)

95 C solder joint0


